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Editorial
Dear Aiki-friends,

 

We are excited to present you the first issue of the TAE newsletter! We've been working hard to make it happen before everybody is away on

summer holidays. We hope you find some content interesting to you and will be happy if some of the topics raise questions and discussions!

We, the editors are: Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros, Andrea Pfisterer and Michael Ormerod. This first issue is mostly composed of our own

contributions, however, we want this newsletter to be an interactive, lively tool for the whole community, and so everyone is encouraged to

contribute!

The newsletter will be issued three times a year as an electronic version and will thereafter be available as pdf on the TAE-website. It will have 1-

2 main topics and will consist of these chapters:

 

- Editorial

- Dojo Portrait: here we present one dojo each time, so our community gets more visible to all members. In this issue we start with the oldest of

all: Københavens Aikido Klubb

- Focus topic(s): here various topics around Aikido are presented. In this issue Lewis reflects on the significance of Basic Training and Atemi. 

- Sho Shin - Beginners mind: We all try to keep our beginners mind for training. With this mind-set different experiences from daily training or

special events are described here.

- Questions and Answers: Lewis will present questions he has been asked in the past which he thinks are valuable for a broader audience.

- Book Reviews: here we will present books who we, or someone from the TAE community think a good read for aikidokas.

 

Suggestions for focus topics, contributions to 'Sho Shin', interesting questions or book reviews are welcome! Please contact us at

editors@traditonalaikido.eu with your suggestions until beginning of September for the next issue. (due in October).

Enjoy this first issue and if you like it, also forward it to your friends! TAE Dojo-chos: Please forward it to all your members! They will thereafter

be subscribed.

yours,

Lewis, Andrea and Michael

Dojo Portrait
Aikido Dojo Copenhagen - Københavns Aikido Klub (KAK)

The dojo started in 1975 with a group of mainly judo and jiu-jitsu-ka, who came together to train this “new” thing called Aikido. There

were very few dojos and instructors in Denmark at that time, so much of our training was based on Saito Sensei’s books. As an

example, many of us learned the 31-kata but looking at each of the pictures in great detail. Ever since the Copenhagen dojo was
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founded in 1975 we have always had a group of instructors leading the training and the club in general. Currently the board consists of

seven members and the dojo has two chief instructors/dojo cho’s.

Our board members with Lewis (fLTR): Troels, Jacob, Torben, Frank,
Lars and Caroline. Reza, our cashier, is not in the picture.

We have been training in the same beautiful dojo since the beginning, which is located in a big sports complex from 1912. As with many

other dojos we were bigger a few years ago, and when we were the most we were more than 100 adult members.



We have been connected to Japanese Senseis almost as long as the club has existed. First Tomita Sensei (7th Dan, Stockholm

Sweden), and later and until his death Morihiro Saito Sensei. Since the middle of the 1990’s we have had very close and strong bonds

with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros Sensei.

When Morihiro Saito Sensei lived, KAK organised international summer camps always with several hundred participants. We had

Sensei for a total of 7 summer camps at the Fuglsø centre and one weekend camp in Copenhagen. 

Fuglsø Summer Camp 1998 with Morihiro Saito Sensei

Our dojo is one of the founding members of TAE, and currently Torben and Lars sit on the board.

We are proud to have a large group of kids training in the dojo too, we have two groups, 8-12 years old and 12 and above.



Location: Copenhagen, Denmark

Founded: 1975

Members: 46 adults, 30 kids/young adults

Dojo chos: Torben Bech Dyrberg, 6th Dan; Lars Landberg, 6th Dan

Website: www.aikido-copenhagen.dk

Contact: lars@aikido-copenhagen.dk

Basic Training
by Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros

'Before we can truly face an attack without resistance and join with it,
lead it and neutralise it without damaging the other we must first put

ourselves in order.'

Basic training is not just about learning basic technique but about working on your physical structure and mental attitude. This work is

not so much about adding as it is about returning to a basic that is inherent in the human design.

Looking specifically at human structure: The body has a beautiful design and is designed for function and ease of movement in a

gravity field. The body is designed essentially as a tensegrity structure (see picture of a model below).

What does that mean? That the physical components: bones, joints, tendons, fascia and gravity act as a system of support and

expansion where all parts work together. The body is not a compressive structure  like a building of bricks with its parts welded together

through compressive force. It is mobile, alive, responsive and resilient.

Breaking it down, and even though this is a multidimensional singular event, we can see imbalances and obstructions to this original

state of ease in certain directions:

Eight fundamental directions of alignment.
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Up - down

Front  - back

Left - right

Inside - outside

In a balanced body all eight directions are ‘full’. The drop image is an image of a perfectly balanced tensegrity structure. The pull of

gravity through the drop results in its expansion out in all directions.

To be ‘centered’ means that we have our ‘body-being-awareness’ at the center of this balanced structure as well as permeating it

thoroughly. All forces acting on the body and mind are dynamically integrated and we experience a state of dynamic rest and a sense

of calm alertness, both physically and mentally. We are just where we ‘are’.

Also note that the weight of the drop is ‘below’. Front and back are equal as are left and right. There is a sense of spaciousness in

these directions. There is no sense of constriction or of being blocked. A state of dynamic stillness pervades our experience of the

moment.

The last direction brings together the forces of inclusion and expansion. But this can only be experienced once the other six directions

are felt and allowed to fulfil themselves. They ‘set up’ the last directions so to speak.

This dynamic state of being balanced and whole, grounded and centred is our birthright. It is how our bodies and mind’s are designed

to be. So basic training is about a return and deepening of this intrinsic state. When we talk about working on structure and ‘putting it in

order’ we are talking about coming back into balance in these eight directions - and engaging in activity from this base.

 

'However for most of us by the time we are adults experiencing ‘true



balance’ is rare. How do we lose this birthright?'
Daily life (bad habits, sedentary living, etc) and negative mental ‘positioning’ (feelings of isolation, stress, fear, anger, depression, etc)

create a fundamental state of division in our experience. Between ourselves and our bodily experience, between ourselves and our

environment and between ourselves and others. A multi-levelled state of separation. The apparent inevitable result of our identifying

ourselves as ‘who we are’ versus everything else. To the extent that we experience life as a struggle we have committed our sense of

self to a position of resistance with our ongoing experience. Where resistance can take the form of ignoring, shrinking or fighting when

facing any form of conflict

In training we watch the grace and ease of movement of the teacher, their absence of reactivity, the power that flows through them and

we do our best to copy and emulate. For a long time we simply try to add what we understand we see to what we are already doing.

Which is the problem. It is not so much about learning new moves as un-learning the ones we come to the dojo with. We must become

intimate with our reactivity, our resistance, our stiffness, and realise that it does not work. That we are not ‘at ease’ in this way of

functioning.

In basic training we slowly and delicately confront and undo this reactivity.  We become as conscious as we can of what we are doing.

We look, we feel and we investigate. What is blending (awase)? What is being balanced? What is weight? What is movement? What

happens in interaction? What is resistance? Our training becomes an investigation and a questioning of everything we are doing. And

that questioning begins to affect everything we do beyond the training sessions in the Dojo.

We slowly get out of our own way. We let go. Things start happening differently. With greater ease.

And with this direction the techniques actually start to make sense. Aikido techniques are not designed to work from reactive force,

from a sense of ‘me against the other’. We find ourselves more and more ‘with’ our partners instead of ‘against’ them, the attack being

seen as an energy to work with, an opportunity to learn how to move with ease under pressure.

As this experience of greater connection and non-resistance deepens in our training we find our daily life affected likewise. The

confrontations and conflicts in our social lives, disease, defeat…we find ourselves engaging these ‘opponents’ in a different way.

The techniques are like doorways into another realm of functioning in the world, into interacting with others, which at the same time

feels deeply familiar. When techniques begin working out with such seeming ease from that place, we sense the rightness of them. We

‘re-cognize’ this as so.  

This is the magic within the creation of the founder of aikido Morihei Ueshiba.

 

Atemi and Aikido
by Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros

Atemi in aikido is a controversial topic. Various first generation teachers of the art who studied with the founder of Aikido Morihei

Ueshiba, have made it very clear that atemi was an integral part of his practice.

'Aikido is 99% atemi'.
(Morihei Ueshiba as quoted in Traditional Aikido Vol 5 (1974) by Morihiro Saito, p. 38)

'In a real battle, atemi is 70 % technique is 30%'
(Morihei Ueshiba as quoted in Total Aikido (1997) by Gozo Shioda, p. 24).

And yet it is clear that the ethical basis of aikido forces us to evaluate atemi as something more than simply delivering a high impact

blow to another human being’s body:

 



'The Way of the Warrior has been misunderstood. It is not a means to kill and
destroy others. Those who seek to compete and better one another are

making a terrible mistake. To smash, injure, or destroy is the worst thing a
human being can do. The real Way of a Warrior is to prevent such slaughter —

it is the Art of Peace, the power of love'.
 

(Morihei Ueshiba speaking of a vision of the "Great Spirit of Peace" in 1942, during World War II, as quoted in Adjusting Through

Reflex : Romancing Zen (2010) by Rodger Hyodo, p. 76).

So how can we understand atemi and its place within the practice of aikido?

Basically we can understand atemi at three levels:

#1. Lethal contact atemi as a technique in itself which decisively ends an encounter by rendering an opponent unconscious, crippled or

dead.

#2 Non-lethal but painful atemi used to create distraction or distortion in opponent’s body.

#3. Non-contact atemi which is used to create an opening in an opponent’s defensiveness thereby allowing for the application of a

technique which neutralizes him without further injury.

In general when atemi is employed at all in aikido it is in the sense of #2 or #3. However, what most aikidokas are unaware of is that

being able to call out an opponent’s defensive reactivity and effectively ‘capture his ki’ and attention as in the #3 of atemi, requires

proficiency in #1.

George Ledyard in a good article on atemi illustrates this point clearly as follows:

‘Imagine that you are standing behind a perfectly clear sheet of Plexiglass and someone throws a baseball at your head. If the
throw is done powerfully, with speed you would cringe and duck even if you knew the Plexiglass were there. If the throw was

done by simply lofting the ball you would probably not react at all. The ‘not striking’ use of atemi must have all the energy and
potential of a real strike or it will not create the effect on the partner, which it is designed to accomplish. The weak atemi

thrown by many aikido practitioners will simply have no effect on a motivated and trained attacker.’

(George Ledyard: www.aikieast.com/atemi.htm)



Another issue is that many techniques in aikido are practiced against atemi as an attack. However, given the lack of training in this

area, these atemi are generally weak and unfocused and hence do not allow for developing any real ability in dealing technically with

attacks of this nature.

So how can we develop ability in atemi as aikidokas? Is it necessary for us to cross train in other martial arts?

While there are many different ways of practicing and developing ability in striking, what we seek in aikido is a system of atemi that fits

in with the principles we are already using in Taijutsu and Weapons work. We do not want to develop a system of striking which is at

odds with the ways we are developing following the principles of Riai. This would not strengthen our aikido but potentially weaken it. So

while it is important to be exposed to other martial arts, cross training where different body mechanics and principles are emphasised

can potentially disrupt and confuse one’s own aikido. What we want is training in atemi that fits in with what we already practicing in

terms of body work.

 

The fundamental dynamic for generating power:

Source power from the ground,
direct from the center and

express through the periphery
(hand or weapon etc).

 
This same dynamic must apply to atemi. The best way to really develop this is by using a makiwara. Other useful tools are impact

cushions and punching bags.

With the makiwara we seek out the above dynamic by striking the target slowly and without power at first. This also allows us to

gradually condition our hands. We only increase speed and power to the extent that the dynamic is active. Once we can really feel the

dynamic with a simple basic punch then the dynamic is translated to other strikes. Generally this process of training takes time. Just as

does feeling the dynamic in weoapons or taijutsu. But in the end there needs to be a synergy between everything we do in aikido.

Weapons, or empty handed, the feeling of generating power should be the same. Generally, this type of training (with a makiwara,

impact cushion or punch bag) should be done initially under supervision from someone knowledgeable in the practice to avoid injuries

and to make sure the practice correctly orients us to the objective we seek to achieve.



Functional considerations in seeking out the fundamental dynamic for the generation of power (as stated above in red).

 Feet-hip-elbow-hand alignment

 Distance and timing. Rythm.

 Solo exercises drills

 Impact drills (makiwara impact cushions punchbag)

 Precision (both in terms of target and body weapon use)

Atemi within techniques:

  Core waza:  ikkyo, nikkyo, sankyo, kote gaeshi, shiho nage, irimi nage

  Advanced waza: kokyu nage, kaiten nage, koshi nage

  Free techniques (jiyu waza) against atemi: tsuki, shomen uchi,

  yokomen uchi, mae geri

  Slow motion attack and blend > freestyle technique games

In the Iwama Dojo in Japan, Saito Morihiro Sensei de-emphasised the role of atemi at the basic level of training, choosing instead to

focus on the fundamentals of ma-ai (distance, angles and timing) ukemi (receiving), kuzushi (balance breaking) and tai sabaki (body

movement) while teaching the core techniques (kihon waza).

However Sensei would often explain the above principles by referring to atemi. All the above key issues would be highlighted when

potential openings in nage’s technique were considered in the light of uke’s ability to follow up an attack with atemi.

Furthermore, at more advanced levels of waza such as henka (variations) or oyo (applied) waza, atemi were always included as vital

aspects of the technique. It was also obvious that the seniors (godan and above) in the dojo all had considerable ability in atemi when

practicing techniques against their attacks. So it was clear that while the focus was on awase (blending), ukemi and kokyu within the

regular training, a basic proficiency in atemi was also expected from students at the dan levels. However proficiency in this area was

not practiced in regular classes but was expected to be gained through one’s own efforts.

 

 

Sho Shin - Beginners Mind
by Henrik Wilming and Andrea Pfisterer

Marko Marffy a Swiss karate teacher (6.Dan Shisui Ryu Karate Do, 4. Dan Shotokan Karate Do, 4. Dan Matayoshi Kobudo, 2. Dan

Iaido) and longtime friend was invited to give a seminar on strikes and kicks at the Kokoro Dojo in Zurich. In order to benefit the most

from this day we had agreed on these topics: different strike techniques from Karate do and kickboxing, differences between traditional,

competition and self-defence techniques, power transmission and speed, simple leg techniques, punch combinations and feints. Feints

being used as the more mental part of strategy; the partner can get distracted by changing the distance, the rhythm, giving optical

(e.g.waving of hand) or tactile (e.g. lightly touching their hand) disturbances.



'As a beginner in aikido one cannot help but wonder from time to time how much the somewhat

idealised movements we often practice on the mat as Ukes have to do with "real" attacks. '

The seminar gave us a glimpse into the world of Karate atemis. Marffy sensei not only impressed us with his movements and his deep

knowledge of Karate, but also with his explanations on how the techniques he taught connect to the anatomy and functioning of our

bodies. He started with explaining the basics of proper positioning of wrists, shoulders and center and showed us simple exercises to

practice and check for ourselves whether our positioning is correct. As we are used to from Aikido practice, Marko put special emphasis

on proper movement of the center as the foundation for all the different techniques. What we were not so used to was coordinating

both hands, the center and feet when executing quick combinations of punches and distractions -- a training for the mind and body

alike. Fortunately, Marko had made sure to include a few exercises on proper distancing before so that nobody got hurt even when

some of us got confused by the combinations from time to time. As the next days showed, at least for me, we also used a few muscles

that we do not seem to be using as much during Aikido training – a good motivation to repeat some of the exercises regularly. The

great teaching and atmosphere assured that all of us, from beginners to experienced Aikidokas, learned a lot which will surely also

influence our Aikido practice. Most importantly, however, the seminar was a great motivation to keep practicing and being open to also

learn from other styles and martial arts.

There is often the question whether or not we need to practice other martial arts, in order to make our aikido effective, or in order to see

the 'weaknesses' of aikido. Or even compare different martial arts and decide which one is the 'better' one. I think that this approach to

training beyond our field is not very fruitful. It can be fruitful however to make targeted use of expert insight, especially if the person

teaching is open to such an exchange. My very personal experiences from this atemi seminar were:

Distance: it was instructive to experiment with different distances and see what kind of punches (or punch combinations) can be

launched with what kind of step (or step combinations). As uke we can experience different distances and try to see what kind of attack

is coming.

Signalling: how to launch a punch without signalling. This we practice often with bokken, but who does ever practice this in taijutsu?

Feints: practice not get distracted by feints, connect to your partner without accepting him/her to impose the rhythm or distance on us.

This was also a great experience in body-reading.

Punches: in aikido we most often use only one kind of punch, attacking with the back hand, together with a step from the back foot. In

karate, this attack is hardly ever used, as it is too easy to see. That's probably the reason we use it, to be better able to go awase with

it. So, lets make it more difficult once in a while by attacking with the front hand, or with the back hand without stepping.

Getting hit: we mostly practice safely, which is of course good to prevent injuries. But the dangerous side of this is that we never learn

to deal with a punch that actually hits. We should get the experience of getting hit by a (light) punch, learn to absorb it or also learn how

little it needs to deflect it and thus decrease its power. Also, we need to learn to execute realistic punches and not be afraid of hitting

someone.



Although there were many new things for us on that day, we did not have to start from scratch (e.g. the use of the center to generate

power). Generally speaking, our experiences on that day had more similarities with weapons training than with taijutsu. Therefore, when

Marko told us that Karate had adopted a lot of insights from kendo, this was no surprise to us.

Questions & Answers
with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros



Q: In the paired bokken exercise ‘go no awase’ are the strikes shomen or yokomen uchi?

A: Both in the attack as well as receiving the strikes are yokomen uchi. While there may be areas of interpretation within what Sensei

taught, on this point Sensei was adamant. I think that part of the confusion as far as uketachi receiving the strike with a shomen is the

fact that the bokken raises straight up in his receiving move instead of in a circular manner as in the 5th suburi. However whether we lift

the bokken in a circular manner or in a straight manner does not define the diagonal trajectory that yokomen uchi takes. The hip work

defines it.

Q: Why is the emphasis on ki no nagare in the testing syllabus not earlier as in other styles of aikido?

A: Ki no nagare is all about smooth balanced movement which flows uninterruptedly with and inside the attack of the opponent. But this

quality of movement is not possible unless the body has learned to move as a whole from the center. For most of us, when we begin

practicing aikido basic training is not only about learning techniques but about integrating the body such that in moving we do not ‘lurch’

forward from the upper body or ‘grasp’ at the hands upon initiating technique. These ‘lurchings’ and ‘graspings’ by definition disrupt our

balance (usually forward) and hence slam the brakes on the body as it tightens up reflexively to prevent us from falling over.

Training through the kyu grades and up to Nidan is about slow static training where we balance out movement with stillness and learn

to pay attention to how and from where we initiate movement. It is about learning how to become whole in our responses and re-orients

us towards being really balanced again. Once this process of integration is minimally accomplished we can consider flowing movement

under pressure. This is usually at Sandan level.

Q: In the basic bokken blending exercises of migi and hidari awase I do not understand why we practice attacking someone
who is in a position of readiness facing us with the bokken.



A: In our practice we need to understand what the objectives are of the various exercises, especially at the basic levels. The purpose

of migi and hidari awase with bokken is to ‘entrain’ ourselves with the intention, rhythm and movement of an attack such that we are

one with it. It is not about the application of combat with bokken. These come later and are at the level of the kumitachi and the

variations which explore various strategies in combat.

As I often mention, the spirit of this practice is one of ‘two swords one cut’. Migi awase is fundamental to our system. In this simple

blending with a shomen cut such that we are with it in mind, body and movement from beginning to end lies the whole secret of awase.

To really be ‘with’ the cut we cannot be focused on the cut but rather on the intention from which it is generated. Blending always

happens at this level. What happens as movement is always secondary. So we must ‘reach in’ with our awareness and make a

connection with our partner at that level such that we can read his intention and hence movement.

Making this connection and being able to ‘read’ from there is the purpose of this basic practice.

Q:  You often talk about regular training as the ‘only secret technique in aikido’. What do you mean?

A: There is a tendency to look for special techniques as if they contain some special power or essence. Sensei (and all the other great

teachers I have known) were clear on this. There are no special techniques. The power of the system is in the basics and the

advanced and ‘special’ techniques are just an extension of these basics. So don’t worry about learning fancy techniques. Learn the

basics deeply and let them affect your body and mind.

The other point in this question is the key and often overlooked phrase ‘regular training’. Aikido is a Budo and as such is not just about

training the body but must also train the mind and spirit of the practitioner. If we see a Budo in a broader way as a system of practice

that trains its practitioners to face the inevitable difficulties of life (conflict, stress, etc) then the main opponent we must face is not the

other on the mat, but ourselves. It is a given psychological fact that most of the suffering (if not all) is largely of our own making. How to

train ourselves to face adversity? In a very simple way: Just train regularly. Train when you feel bored. Train when you feel tired. Train

when you would rather stay home after a long day. Train when it is cold and raining and getting to the dojo involves that extra effort.

Make a disciplined commitment to training and stick to it. In this way we strengthen the muscle known as self-discipline. This is not a

popular concept today with gym halls open 24/7 and entertainment advertising instant gratification at every turn. But when we face

difficulties or challenges of any kind we need self-discipline, the ability to concentrate deeply and focus without distraction and the ability

to persevere through pain or doubt. Without these abilities we can achieve little in life. So commit to the training and show up at the dojo

regularly.

'Progress comes to those who
train and train; reliance on secret
techniques will get you nowhere'

- Morihei Ueshiba

Book Reviews



Effortless Combat Throws

Tim Cartmell

ISBN 1-883175-06-2

by Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros
 

This is a book that for many slipped under the radar as does Tim Cartmell to some extent as a martial artist. However I am a big

fan of this man and this book is excellent in general while in others not so good.

The book is divided into three sections plus an appendix. Chapter 1 details types of throws and principles and chapter 2 goes into detail

on body use. Both of these chapters are excellent and even though Tim’s background is in the Chinese martial arts traditions his clear

translation into ‘western’ terminology and anatomic concepts is excellent and completely transferable to aikido.

The third section is the weak part of the book. Although the descriptions of the various techniques are good the photography leaves

much to be desired. But having said that, in general static photo sequences can never really convey the details of a technique.

The appendix is also excellent and a surprise bonus.. A series of 11 short essays on key aspects of martial arts with topics covered

such as ‘Body mind unity’, 'Acquired and innate ability’, ‘On seeking Stillness in motion’, ‘On double weighting’ etc. Every one

illuminating and thought provoking.

All in all, the theory is dealt with in a very clear and accessible manner while the techniques cannot really be understood fully in the

third section. However I fully recommend this book if you can find it and seeing this teacher if you get the chance.

 



The Intuitive Body

Wendy Palmer

ISBN 1583942122

by Andrea Pfisterer



This book is based on the Conscious Embodiment and Intuition Training program Wendy Palmer developed through her long

experiences in aikido and meditation. In her book she offers guidelines to stay in the present with our body-awareness and our

emotions. While it is not directed to aikidokas, many topics can be used in our practice of the art.

The first part of the book guides you to staying in the present by focusing on the body in terms of sensations. The most helpful part

here I found was her focusing on positive approaches to learning, learning with curiosity instead of fear of failure and asking yourself

questions, in order to establish a certain quality in your technique (or more general in your attitude, your being). In the third part of the

book she explains the different attentional states we can be in and how to shift from one to the other and how we need to become

aware of 'splits' (separation in our body or mental process). The concepts are explained with very personal experiences and by this

they become more lively and tangible, but maybe make the book sometimes slightly lengthy. Included is a 12-page practice guide at

the end which can easily be used for ones own daily training or be incorporated into teaching.

Awakening the Spine

Vandra Scaravelli

ISBN 1905177267

by Michael Ormerod

Vandra Scaravelli is described as an 'eccentric Roman countess' and was a pioneer in introducing a  much more intuitive and 'grounded'

approach to Yoga practice in the West. Vandra was introduced to philosopher Krishnamurti at a young age and is known for having only

taken up yoga practice in her 50's.

The book was released in 1991 and became an instant classic  for its beautiful design and deep but simply expressed insights into human

movement and body use. The books main emphasis is to become curious to and make friends with three things: Gravity, the Breath and the

Spine.

The book is divided into three chapters. The first and most impressive gives Vandra's personal and philosophical treatise on the spine. This



chapters reads almost as a picture book, contrasting poetic insights about the human body with beautiful photographs of a wide range of

subjects from the natural world of trees, animals to musicians, dancers (and an incredible photograph of an Eagle landing.). Vandra only ever

taught students on an individual basis and developed an incredible creative use of visual and poetic metaphor for connecting to her students, it is

in this chapter that Vandra's eccentricity and originality as a teacher/practitioner really shines through. Chapter 2 details a selection of asanas

and chapter 3 deals briefly with breath work. Although they underline the application of the philosophy in the previous chapter they give little to

those without personal instruction.

Anyone coming to the book expecting detailed explanations of poses will be disappointed, this book is more of a guidance into moving away from

resistance and towards a state of effortlessness and grace and a more functional body. Whilst the vehicle of Vandra's communication is yoga the

book speaks more deeply and generally about how she felt humans could listen to and work with their bodies as they move through the world.

TAE Youtube Channel
Check out the latest videos recently added to the TAE Youtube channel and subscribe to keep up to date with all the latest content:

Subscribe

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_XVewURJHxkl9TpT9LSWeA?view_as=subscriber


The Essence of Sankyo

13 JO AWASE
with three attackers

Seminars Schedule 2019/20

Seminars 2019

September 14-15 Dortmund Germany

Seminar with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros
Contact: dirkkilian@me.com

September 28-29 Azcoita, Basque Country, Spain
Seminar with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros

https://youtu.be/s-hrAuLOn9c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4K5C1IdLl4


Contact: yogarate@hotmail.com or lewisbdeq@gmail.com

October 5-6 Copenhagen Denmark

Seminar with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros
Contact: lars@aikido-copenhagen.dk

October 19-20 Zürich Switzerland
Seminar with Peter Burgh and Alfred Guljé
Contact: info@kokorodojo.ch

October 26-27 Dorset UK
Seminar with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros
Contact: mark@yogawithmark.co.uk

November 8-10 Weesp The Netherlands
Seminar with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros
Contact: paul.keessen@gmail.com

November 22-24 Zaragoza Spain
Seminar with Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros
Contact: aikidojozaragoza@gmail.com or lewisbdeq@gmail.com

December 7-8 Lewis Bernaldo de Quirós.
Modena Italy
Contact Vera Casolari at: vera.casolari@libero.it

Seminars 2020
Lewis Bernaldo de Quiros.

January 11-12
Yudansha Camp TAE
Copenhagen Denmark
Contact:lars@aikido-copenhagen.dk

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfek1FbKG22OlHy47vonWEQ4_MadIlwCQYlGV8dIlby42aeQA/viewform
http://traditionalaikido.eu/FlyerPeter_Alfred.pdf


February 15 - 16
Malmsheim, Germany
Contact Barbara Ambrus at: coyote.blue@gmx.net

March 6-8
Weesp The Netherlands.
Contact Paul Keessen at: paul.keessen@gmail.com

March 14-15
Gamlestaden Sweden
Contact Ylva Beckman at ylvab@bahnhof.se

March 21-22
Lancaster United Kingdom
Contact Aaron at: aaronwieclawski@gmail.com

April 18-25
Motril Spain
Weekend weapons seminar 18-19 April
Intensive : 21 - 25 April
Contact lewis at: info@aikidotradicional.eu

May 8-10
Lund Sweden
Contact Moa Lindell at: moalindell@gmail.com

June 6-7
Brugges Belgium
TAE yudansha camp
Contact Filip Schuerbeke filip@irad.be

June 27-28
Wolverhampton United Kingdom
Contact Brendon at: brendonsan@gmail.com

July
Summer Camp.
Date and location to be confirmed.

September 26-27
Dortmund Germany
Contact dirk Kilian at: dirkkilian@me.com

October 3 - 4
KAK, Denmark
Contact Lars Landberg at: lars@aikido-copenhagen.dk

October 10-11
Weesp The Netherlands
Contact Paul Keessen at: paul.keessen@gmail.com

October 31 - November 1
Dorset United Kingdom
To be confirmed.

November
Zaragoza Spain
Date to be confirmed.
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